VIVIAN BEER
Anchored Candy no.1, 2008
steel, patina, automotive finish
27 x 20 x 52”
(see feature on page 28)

FEATURES

28 Vivan Beer: Woman of Steel
The curvaceous furniture of designer Vivian Beer is animated by diverse inspirations.
PATRICIA HARRIS AND DAVID LYON

36 Hanna Hedman:
Voyage to a New World
By continually leaving her own comfort zone, Hanna Hedman finds impetus for her engaging jewelry.
BELLA NEYMAN

44 Sublime Labor:
Jewelry by Mirjam Hiller
Mirjam Hiller’s enchanted jewelry, like a butterfly, is born from unfathomable effort.
KATJA TOPORSKI

52 Striking Out:
The First Women Studio Jewelers
With the advent of the Arts & Crafts movement, women jewelers first emerged as a creative force.
ELYSE ZORN KARLIN

REVIEWS

62 Vered Kaminski: Artificial Stones
URSULA ILSE-NEUMAN

63 Ted Noten: Non Zone
LIESBETH DEN BESTEN

64 Hungarian Treasure: Silver from the Nicolas M. Salgo Collection
ROSANNE RAAB
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